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stability
ABCIB operates throughout Europe, the MENA region, in Russia and Turkey. The
diversity of our business and our long experience and knowledge in our core
markets gives us exceptional strength and stability.

strength and resilience

With our wide geographical spread, specialist execution capabilities and top
quality human resources, Arab Banking Corporation continues to demonstrate
the strength and resilience that has characterised our success for more than
30 years



ABC International Bank plc (ABCIB) is a UK-registered bank regulated by the UK’s FSA.



Headquartered in London, ABCIB promotes and facilitates trade and investment flows with the MENA region. Our strong
network fulfils this objective.



Since inception in 1991, ABCIB has developed a unique reputation and strong track record for offering market-leading
products and solutions, combined with professional expertise and unrivalled service, to a wide domestic and international
clientele.



ABC International Bank (ABCIB) is a wholly owned UK subsidiary of Arab Banking Corporation (BSC) Bahrain.
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Founded in 1980 and listed on the Bahrain Bourse, our major shareholders are the Central Bank of Libya (59.4%)
and Kuwait Investment Authority (29.7%). International and regional investors hold the remaining shares (10.9%).



Headquartered in Bahrain, and spread across 20 countries in MENA, Europe, the Americas and Asia.



With a robust financial base and an expansive network in the Arab world and major international financial centres.
Arab Banking Corporation creates universal banking solutions across the Middle East and North Africa.



Ratings: S&P BBB-/Moody’s Ba1/Fitch BB+/Capital Intelligence BBB+
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ABC Head Office
Bahrain
ABC Branches:
Algiers
Cairo
Amman
Tunis
Baghdad
New York

ABC Representative Offices
Abu Dhabi
Beirut
Tehran
Tripoli
Singapore
International Subsidiaries
Banco ABC Brasil .S.A.
ABC International Bank (ABCIB)

ABCIB Head Office
London
ABCIB Branches:
Paris
Frankfurt
Milan
ABCIB Representative Offices
Istanbul
Moscow
ABCIB Marketing Offices
Stockholm
Rossendale (North of England)

Global Trade Finance – Product Range
We are a ‘one stop shop’ offering a wide range of Trade Finance Products to provide seamless
finance and creative/innovative structures to both mitigate risk and satisfy the customers needs.
We provide a range of Trade Finance products/techniques and are regarded by our client base as
solution providers.

What is the Trade Finance Product Range?







Contract Bonding
Documentary Letters of Credit
Specialised Documentary L/Cs
Commodity Finance
ECA Financing
Pre-export financing

 Import Financing
 Private Insurance Backed Products
 Islamic Finance
 Receivables Financing
 Forfaiting
 Secondary market TF business &
syndicated loans

Arab Banking Corporation House
1-5 Moorgate, London
EC2R 6AB
Telephone 020 7776 4000
Fax 020 7606 9987
Paul Harle
Head of Receivables Financing Business
0207 776 4038
David Beeley
Head of UK Marketing
01706 237902

ABC International Bank plc – Global Trade Finance services…
Global Trade Finance services include:
 Documentary Credits
1. Advising
2. Full (open) confirmation
3. Silent confirmation
 Forfaiting (discounting, without recourse)
1. Deferred payment letters of credit
2. Bills of Exchange
3. Promissory Notes
4. Separate written guarantees

 Export Credit Agency (ECA) / private insurance supported financing
 Issuance of contractual bonds & guarantees (for MENA region
business involving ABCIB)
 Receivables financing (for regular business with selected debtors)
Global Trade Finance Group
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ABC International Bank plc – Global Trade Finance services (cont)…
Receivables financing – in more detail:
 What is ‘receivables financing’?
 Discount of invoices maturing at future date
 Generally no negotiable instruments
 ABCIB has operated programmes since September 2001
 Programmes are with major US and Pan European
companies working within the Telecommunications,
Automotive and Construction Machinery sectors
 Volume of Receivables purchased is in excess of USD 12Bn

Global Trade Finance Group
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ABC International Bank plc – Global Trade Finance services (cont)…
Receivables financing:
 Facility parameters
 Amounts, obligors, currencies
 Minimum USD 10Mn which reflects repeat business with a tenor of 90
days or above but usually less than one year
 Disclosed v. Undisclosed
 Committed v. Uncommitted
 Insured v. Uninsured
 Evidence of debt
 Collection arrangements – preferable to have an account with ABCIB
this prevents comingling of funds at the client level but not essential
 Procedures
 Standard provisions
Global Trade Finance Group
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ABC International Bank plc – Other services…
Other services include:

 Project & Structured Finance
 Advisory Services
 Financial Services





Treasury
FX Derivatives
Interest Rate Derivatives
Commodity Derivatives

 Islamic Financial Services
 ABC Islamic Bank
 Shariah-compliant financial solutions

Global Trade Finance Group
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The Mena Region – Opportunities
(1)

•
•
•

•

(1)

Significant market size, with a population approaching 400 million (EU: 500 million)
Strong growth performance in 2012; with regional GDP forecast to rise by 4.2%
(World: 3.5% and EU: 0%)
Massive (public sector) spending programmes of the region’s hydrocarbon
exporters: MENA has 60% of the world’s oil reserves and 45% of natural gas
reserves
High and diversified import demand, ranging from food and consumer goods to
heavy machinery and capital goods
Definitions of ‘MENA’ – the Middle East and North Africa region – vary but is here taken to cover the countries of
North Africa (Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Libya and Egypt), the Levant Lebanon, Palestine, Jordan and Syria), the
GCC – Gulf Co-operation Council (Bahrain, Kuwait, Qatar, Saudi Arabia, UAE and Oman) plus Iran, Iraq and Yemen.

The MENA Region - Challenges
•

The impact of the ‘Arab Spring’ and political transition processes in those countries most
directly affected

•

Potential ‘contagion’ from the Eurozone crisis... more sluggish demand for MENA exports...
slow down in tourism earnings, workers’ remittances and capital flows

•

Global energy market trends... whilst oil prices remain at high levels, current downward
pressures have implications for public spending programmes
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High Risk Countries
(as of 29th June 2012)
Yemen

International support for President Hadi and his Government of National Conciliation is strong, but tribal problems continue and the domestic security situation remains
unstable with ongoing al Qaeda activity a particular concern. After over a year of severe political disruption the Yemeni economy is unsurprisingly in a fragile state and a 10%
contraction in real GDP last year seems likely to be followed by a further 1 -2% fall this year (IMF forecasts). Unemployment is believed to be over 50%, the government is
struggling to meet basic needs and a food crisis is looming. With ongoing attacks on oil pipelines negatively impacting export earnings and fiscal pressures mounting, 2012
will see large external and internal deficits. The outcome of (another) donors’ conference in Riyadh planned for end-June is anxiously awaited, with the hope that it will
significantly boost levels of international assistance. Despite a transitional political settlement which is strongly supported internationally, Yemen’s near term political and
security outlook is highly challenging, whilst a fragile and poorly performing economy adds materially to concerns.

Syria

The domestic political situation continues to deteriorate and the risk of outright civil war is rising sharply. The regional implications are equally unsettling, highlighted by the
recent shooting down of a Turkish military jet by the Syrian air force. A divided response by the international community is not helping matters although some movement in
Russia’s position may eventually lead to a peace conference on Syria - but both time and options are fast running out. Meanwhile tighter US, EU and Arab League sanctions –
the former for the first time capturing the activities of a leading private sector bank – are now materially and negatively impacting the economy which looks set to contract
further this year, by over 6% according to World Bank forecasts. With a current account shortfall projected at a staggering 16% of GDP (World Bank) this year, concerns over
the adequacy of foreign exchange reserves are rising. Syria’s near term outlook remains highly uncertain, with worrying downside risks.

Sudan

Sudan and South Sudan slipped perilously close to outright war in May, as disputes over ownership of valuable oil assets led to renewed hostilities. Under international
pressures the two Sudan’s have restarted negotiations in Ethiopia under African Union auspices, but as yet little sign of agreement is apparent and both sides remain
worryingly far apart. The impact on Sudan’s economy has been severe: the loss of oil revenues has seen forex reserves fall to dangerously low levels, such that payments
arrears are now occurring and fiscal pressures remain intense. What might once, a few months ago, have been (optimistically) regarded as a temporary liquidity problem, is
fast turning into one of solvency and the country has recently received the dubious epithet of being placed third in the global ‘failed states’ index. A recently announced
(mid-June) austerity package – to include the removal of fuel subsidies – has the potential to ignite serious civil unrest. The lack of progress on reaching a settlement with
its southern neighbour is pushing Sudan to the brink, both politically and economically, and risks remain at highly elevated levels.

High / Moderate Risk Countries
(as of 29th June 2012)
Libya

Elections to the new constituent assembly – one of whose main tasks will be to prepare a new constitution for the country - have been postponed by a few weeks (to July
7th), largely for administrative / organisational reasons. Meanwhile regional declarations of ‘autonomy’ are testing the political transition process which otherwise seems
broadly on track. Domestic security issues remain – as a recent incident at Tripoli airport only too clearly demonstrated - and integrating tribal/militia interests to ensure
Libya’s full sovereign integrity will continue to prove challenging. The economy meanwhile looks to be gathering momentum: oil sector activity is recovering strongly, with
output currently estimated at 1.5 mbpd compared with pre-crisis levels of 1.7 mbpd and with sanctions now effectively removed, the government’s financial resource
constraints have eased markedly. However, some strategic expenditure decisions appear to be being postponed until after the elections. Rapid oil sector recovery will feed
through to a sharply positive growth rebound in 2012, but a sustained realisation of Libya’s - significant - medium term potential will require a successful political
transition process, normalisation of the security situation and improved business climate generally.

Egypt

Egypt’s political transition process is proving far less straightforward than had been hoped, with the mid-June court decision to annul earlier parliamentary elections and give
wider powers to the military council (SCAF), raising alarm bells in many quarters. Presidential election results saw Mohamed Morsi, the Moslem Brotherhood candidate,
narrowly defeating his rival: the result shows sharp polarisation of voting however, and the risk of ongoing civil unrest remains. The new president faces a highly challenging
political environment, with no parliament, and more limited powers in drafting a new constitution....distrust of the intentions of the military remain high. Meanwhile, the
economy continues to suffer from the unsettled political outlook with foreign exchange reserves taking a major hit, falling to around USD15 billion (compared with nearer
USD34 billion a year ago), now barely covering 3 months’ imports. With tourism revenues also likely to be hard hit this year and the Egyptian Pound under increasing
pressure, the government has approached the IMF for USD3 billion+ in financial assistance....but it may not like the conditions attached or be able to deliver in policy terms.
2012 is likely to prove another difficult year for Egypt and its economy and downside risks predominate but, as one of the more diversified and sizeable MENA countries,
its medium term prospects remain favourable.

Iraq

The day-to-day situation in Iraq remains highly charged, with ongoing acts of violence (terrorism) likely to be exacerbated in the short-term by US troop withdrawal.
Inadequate basic needs provision at the micro level currently sits uneasily with the country’s huge oil-related financial flows and the government needs to be mindful of the
discontent that is likely to ensue if the reform process fails to deliver widespread improvements in social wellbeing. Iraq’s medium-term potential is significant, based on
its massive natural resource base, but benefits will be both partial and short-lived unless the security situation is normalised and risks remain at relatively high levels.

Moderate Risk Countries
(as of 29th June 2012)
Tunisia

Tunisia’s political transition process is now well underway, although the new transitional coalition government - dominated by the pro-Islamic Ennahda Party - still faces
occasional civil protests, and 2013 elections will continue to represent something of an ‘event risk’. An emergency curfew was re-instated in mid-June, following violent
protests against an art exhibition which was regarded by some as offensive to Islam, and this has raised concern for civil freedoms in some quarters. Economic progress this
year will remain constrained by continuing reliance on a poorly performing Eurozone which will likely see Tunisian growth struggling to reach the 3% mark, after a 2%
contraction last year. High social spending and job creation pressures will likely see a widening budget gap whilst high energy and commodity import prices, coupled with still
sluggish tourism earnings will result in a current account shortfall of around 7% of GDP, requiring ongoing assistance from bilateral and multilateral donors. Support seems
reasonably assured, with a new debt issue to be explicitly guaranteed by the US government for example. Despite occasional setbacks, Tunisia’s political transition efforts
are broadly on track and the (well diversified) economy should see accelerated progress in 2013 and beyond, after a somewhat clouded economic outlook this year.

Bahrain

Whilst, on the surface, day-to-day life in Bahrain appears largely to have returned to normal, civil protests are continuing on a fairly regular basis. The government does not
seem minded to offer much in the way of real reform – possibly reassured by the recent clear demonstration of Saudi support in extremis – but the potential for future unrest
remains. In reality the economy seems to have been only moderately impacted by political developments, and growth is set to recover steadily albeit modestly in 2012/13.
However budget deficits are widening – a little disturbing at a time of high oil prices - and although the country’s external balance sheet remains an important economic
strength for the country, the trends are not in the right direction and the economy has perhaps been revealed as a little more vulnerable than previously thought. The
government is currently mooting the possibility of a sovereign bond issue and it could prove an interesting test of investor sentiment / appetite. Whilst Bahrain’s near-term
political and economic outlook has stabilised, the country’s medium-term potential may yet be compromised if the government fails to fundamentally address popular
political and economic grievances.

Lebanon

A fractured and fragile domestic political landscape - which has recently witnessed outbreaks of sectarian violence - has the potential to be further undermined from fallout
from an increasingly uncertain and unstable situation in neighbouring Syria. Neither has the economy been able to escape ‘contagion’ from events in Syria, resulting in a
generally sluggish economic performance, although overall confidence in the banking sector and the local currency does not appear under imminent threat. Whilst the
Lebanese economy has proved remarkably resilient in dealing with past stresses and exogenous shocks, realistically risks must be seen currently as being weighted to the
downside. The short term political and economic outlook in Lebanon will continue to be overshadowed in 2012 by the turn of events in Syria, with risks weighted to the
downside.

Moderate / Low Risk Countries
(as of 29th June 2012)
Algeria

With high public and social spending programmes (i.e. the USD292 billion Public Investment Programme) and promises of reform, the Algerian
government appears to have successfully ‘bought off’ contagion from the Arab Spring and parliamentary elections in May, with victory for the ruling FLN
and only a third placing for the Islamist Alliance, arguably did little to change the status quo. Presidential elections in 2014 may prove to have a greater
impact. Nonetheless an element of social discontent arguably remains and the government needs to deliver on its promises. Meanwhile, buoyed by high
oil and gas prices, Algeria’s economy – albeit hugely imbalanced – continues to display enviable macroeconomic strengths with ample financial resources
to support the massive social and infrastructure spending programmes. Algeria gives rise to few short-term political and economic concerns, although
longer-term structural economic imbalances remain daunting and we note in passing the ever-rising budget break-even level of oil prices.

Jordan

King Abdullah retains broad popular support, but government reshuffles have been needed to deflect criticism and there is a general feeling that reform is
failing to deliver adequate social and economic benefits. Occasional demonstrations continue, but overall levels of dissent seem containable. The regional
political environment remains a challenging one for Jordan and resulting uncertainties are acting as a brake on economic development. Fiscal pressures
are high and the country remains dependent on grants from supportive donors such as the US and the GCC, whilst the external position continues to
exhibit vulnerabilities in the wake of high oil prices and sluggish export (EU) markets. Jordan continues to face a difficult external environment but retains
high levels of international support and has good medium term potential if promised political and economic reforms are fully implemented and the
regional environment stabilises.

Morocco

A gradualist approach to political reform seems to be paying dividends and destabilising large scale protests have been largely avoided (helped by popular
respect for King Mohammed). However, discontent with socio-economic conditions is still high – exemplified, as elsewhere in the region, by elevated
(youth) unemployment levels - and rises in public sector wages and increased food and energy subsidies have been deemed necessary to help keep a lid on
dissent. However, this is not without significant cost, and the budget deficit has widened and seems unlikely to be less than 5% of GDP this year.
Meanwhile growth, which is being negatively impacted this year by drought and a slowdown in the Eurozone – the latter Morocco’s largest trading partner
and an important source of both tourism earnings and remittances - will struggle to top the 3% level this year. Provided Morocco’s reform agenda is not
side-tracked, the country’s medium-term development potential looks positive overall, although structural economic challenges – including an overreliance on the Eurozone - imply an ongoing and inbuilt degree of volatility in performance.

Moderate / Low Risk Countries
(as of 29th June 2012)
Continued
KSA

Mass political protests seem unlikely in Saudi and the security apparatus is considerable, although some small-scale regional disturbances have been
reported and a degree of discontent in all likelihood exists. However, massive public spending programmes – financed by high oil earnings – seem likely to
continue to be effective in ‘buying-off’ any overt expressions of unrest. More recently, the death of Crown Prince Nayef, second in line to the throne, and
subsequent appointment of 76-year old Prince Salman as Crown Prince, has once again highlighted the potential problems of an ageing Saudi royal
succession. On the economic front, the country’s oil wealth and external assets continue to support extensive public spending initiatives although a
watching brief needs to be kept on the budget breakeven level of oil prices. Saudi Arabia gives rise to very limited short term concerns, but a lack of
fundamental political reform together with spending largesse could be storing up problems for the medium term.

Oman

Protests have been both relatively restrained and of minimal size compared to those experienced elsewhere in the region during the height of the ‘Arab
Spring’ and have had little impact overall. The economy remains broadly stable, and growth could be around 5-6% this year, assisted by a relatively high
global oil price environment and buoyant government spending – including the creation of around 80,000 new public sector jobs over two years. Both the
budget and current account should remain comfortably in surplus this year. In the medium-term, however, the government will need to direct
development spending more towards economic diversification. The risk of political upheaval in Oman remains low, and whilst near-term economic
conditions are stable and the local business operating environment relatively benign, the government cannot afford to ignore the need for economic
diversification in the medium term.

Low Risk Countries
(as of 29th June 2012)
Kuwait

Whilst the Kuwaiti parliament has tended to have more ‘bark than bite’, disagreement between parliament and the - still largely ruling Al Sabah family
appointed - government appears to have reached something of a head. The recent decision by the constitutional court to annul the February 2012 election
results and re-instate the - less confrontational - 2009 parliament now risks precipitating a full-blown constitutional crisis and is encouraging opposition
members to call for fundamental reform. Risk of large scale civil unrest, however, still seems remote, not least given the strong performance of the
economy and ability of the government to deliver high standards of living. Supported by strong hydrocarbons earnings and notwithstanding high levels of
public spending, both the budget and external accounts are expected to remain strongly in surplus for the foreseeable future, with Kuwait having the
additional economic ‘luxury’ of extensive external sovereign wealth fund assets. Kuwait gives rise to limited political risk concerns, notwithstanding the
current constitutional impasse, and the economy looks to be well resourced in both the near and medium terms.

Qatar

With the government delivering strong economic growth and buoyant living standards – underpinned by high global hydrocarbon prices and hefty
infrastructure spending – the likelihood of destabilising political protest seems remote. Whilst the benefits of some big-ticket projects are beginning to
come to a close, and growth may ease from the high double-digit rates of recent years, the economy’s outlook nonetheless remains strongly positive.
Qatar seems unlikely to be dislodged from its ‘star’ regional performance position anytime soon.

UAE

Mass political protests are viewed as unlikely given the country’s (relative) degree of liberality in social affairs and good economic potential overall, with the
impact of the Dubai property debacle fading, albeit not completely over. Hydrocarbon reserves and sovereign wealth fund assets continue to support an
economy which is at the (regional) forefront of diversification efforts. The UAE as a whole has a generally positive short-and medium term outlook, albeit
the fortunes of individual emirates may diverge.

MENA and the West Midlands
West Midlands
Total Exports
(GBPM)
West Midlands
Exports to MENA
- GBPM
- % of total

2009

2010

2011

13,574

17,476

20,172

818
6%

1,025
5.9%

1,056
5.2%

Source: Regional Trade Statistics , HMRC (June 2012)

